
New Evidence Exposes Vaccine Full Authorization
as a Hoax, But Here’s the Nefarious Part

By Ben Cope  - December 30, 2021

The Food and Drug Administration’s “full authorization” for the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine

for Covid-19 was announced with a fair amount of hooplah.

President Joe Biden in August declared that the monumental development meant vaccine

mandates should commence in the private sector, government, and U.S. military.

“The FDA has officially approved the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine,” Biden said. “While all

three COVID vaccines have met FDA’s strict standards for emergency use, this FDA

approval should give added confidence that this vaccine is safe and effective. If you’re not

vaccinated yet, now is the time.”

Biden’s announcement was followed by widespread media coverage that the Pfizer-

BioNTech’s “vaccine” had “full” approval in the United States.

But a closer examination of the “full authorization” documents has some Americans

feeling deceived. Jordan Schachtel recently dug into the issue to verify again that Pfizer-

BioNTech’s mRNA shot is not being treated like a “fully authorized” vaccine.

“It is absolutely true that there is no FDA approved COVID-19 vaccine available in the

United States today, & Pfizer has no plans to make one available any time soon,” Jordan

Schachtel pointed out on Twitter. “I fact checked the fact checkers, Big Pharma, & the

feds & couldn’t believe what I found. Piece has been updated to reflect that both Pfizer &

the feds claim that Comirnaty has the same legal protections as the EUA.”

“Still, they have no explanation why there are 2 distinct products, why 1 is being delivered

under EUA, & the fully authorized version can’t be obtained,” he went on. “There are

several complex, ongoing legal battles regarding EUA vs full approval protections. What

we do know for sure is that there is NO FDA approved shot available in the United States,
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and Pfizer has no intention of bringing the fully approved product to market here soon.”

“The ‘fact checkers’ gave a voice to both Pfizer and the govt, but did not lend a comment

to the individuals and legal groups that litigate with big pharma,” Schachtel added. “The

latter group claims the difference between EUA and full approval is very significant. The

other side claims otherwise.”

Schachtel recently undertook a fact check that verifies what Becker News found in August.

“I fact checked the fact checkers and couldn’t believe what I found,” Schachtel found in

his Substack post. “Despite the corporate press, Big Pharma, and the federal government

telling us otherwise, it is absolutely true that there is no FDA approved COVID-19 vaccine

available in the United States today. And there are no plans to make one available any

time soon.”

“I know it’s hard to believe, but it’s 100% true,” Schachtel goes on. “And this reality hints

at an incredible scandal within both Big Pharma and the U.S. Public Health bureaucracy.”

“On August 23, the FDA granted full approval for a COVID-19 vaccine to Pfizer-BioNtech

for a specific product sold under the brand name Comirnaty,” he continues. “The

landmark moment — the ‘full approval’ endorsement from the FDA — was heralded by

the Biden Administration and countless states, and quickly leveraged to coerce millions

into taking the shots. This product, Comirnaty, was fully authorized for the ‘prevention of

COVID-19 disease in individuals 16 years of age and older’.”

“Yet Comirnaty itself has never made its way into the United States,” Schachtel notes in

his December 29 post. “The fully-approved version is nowhere to be found within our

borders.”

“A separate product, which remains under emergency use authorization (EUA), is the

only ‘Pfizer shot’ available in the United States,” he adds.

Critically, Schachtel provides the latest update to the situation.

”But here’s the issue: they have yet to explain why people stillcan’t get Comirnaty, now

128 days after full approval,” he says. “The CDC continues to confirm that Comirnaty is

‘not orderable at this time.’ Moreover, the CDC currently states that ‘Pfizer does not plan

to produce any product with these NDCs (National Drug Codes) and labels over the next

few months while EUA authorized product is still available and being made available for

U.S. distribution’.”

Becker News can add another bit of evidence that the “fully authorized” announcement

was a sham: If there is a “fully authorized” vaccine on the market it is *illegal* for other

vaccines to be offered under EUA. This is the federal law. Yet, Moderna & J&J shots can

still be taken. Indeed, attorney Robert Barnes is suing the government due to the FDA’s

unlawful carve-out for Pfizer in an exception in its Cominarty authorization.

Furthermore, if Pfizer is “fully authorized” why is it still getting EUAs? If one checks the

FDA website, one finds that the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine was reissued: “Feb
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25, May 10, Jun 25, Aug 12, Aug 23, Sep 22, Oct 20, 2021, Oct 29, 2021, Nov 19, 2021, Dec

9, 2021 & Dec 16, 2021).”

Jordan Schachtel points to another “nefarious” aspect of the “full authorization” lie: Big

Pharma is using children as a “human shield” to protect them from liability.

“Now, here’s where it all gets very nefarious,” he says.

“In order for Pfizer to be granted more robust legal liability protection for their fully

authorized Comirnaty shot, they must first secure full approval for the children’s version

of their COVID-19 shot. Steve Kirsch has explained this at length last month on his

Substack. Additionally, Robert Kennedy Jr mentioned it on a recent podcast with

Mikhaila Peterson. I looked into these claims extensively, and they are completely

accurate. The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA), which was passed into law

in 1986, provides a legal liability shield to drug manufacturers if they receive full

authorization for all ages.”

“Is Pfizer seeking approval for children so that it can protect itself from lawsuits?” he

asks. “The company is working with regulators, even clandestinely altering vaccine

ingredients (a process that should require them to get full approval for an entirely

separate product), in a seeming bid to clear the path to legal indemnity.”

The entire vaccine rollout has broken the public trust — from the lies about “15 days to

stop the spread” to the lie that the COVID vaccine prevents transmission and thereby

protects “the public” — the pharmaceutical companies, as well as the Biden

administration and its bureaucratic arms, no longer get the benefit of the doubt.

If the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine is being treated as a ‘fully authorized’ vaccine, then it

should no longer be afforded the protections offered by EUA.

There is one way the American people can find out for sure: Let the lawsuits begin.
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